CHARTING

The Value of Statistics in Team Development.
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WHY ARE STATS USEFUL?

• Identify strengths and weaknesses in your team.
• Select drills to counter weaknesses.
• Develop strategies that leverage strengths.
• Identify tendencies in shot selection.
• Compare performance against opposition teams.
• Target feedback against what the team is actually doing.
• Watch trends over an entire season or multiple seasons.
CURL COACH
The Easiest Way to Chart

- Simple touch based interface for placing the broom and moving rocks.
- Automatic selection of shot difficulty and turn.
- Detailed reason for a miss.
- Access to player, shot & venue notes.
- Developed with input from curling coaches
CURL COACH
Powerful Replay

- Fully animated - see the rocks as they moved.
- Quickly replay a game and discuss
  - what went well
  - what went wrong
- Removes the guesswork of hand sketches.
- Extract relevant situations to the Strategy Book
CURL COACH
Live Stats On-Demand

- During charting or during replay, instantly display the live stats for the game being charted.
- Compare your performance head-to-head with the opposition.
CURL COACH
Talking Strategy

- Capture Strategic Situations from actual games, or create your own.
- Apply multiple tactical options, each with a broom, notes and rocks in motion.
- Full animated.
- Export the situation and all responses to PDF handouts.
CURL COACH

Detailed Reports

- Player, Team and Competition level reports.
- Shot making data analyzed in ways that help the coach target weaknesses.
- Objective and Subjective data.
  - Shot selection.
  - % by broom position, by turn, by difficulty.
  - Team and position data.